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6

Abstract7

The ability of the Human Visual System (HVS) to detect an object in an image is extremely8

fast and reliable but how can a machine vision system detects the salient regions? many9

algorithms have been proposed to solve this problem by extracting features in either spatial or10

spectral domain, in this paper, A novel saliency detection model is introduced by utilizing low11

level features obtained from Stationary Wavelet Transform domain. Here Stationary Wavelet12

Transform (SWT) is preferred as the wavelet transform than Discrete Wavelet Transform13

(DWT), Since DWT is not a time-invariant transform. So to make it translation invariant14

SWT is introduced. And also unlike the other wavelet transforms SWT does not require down15

sampling, So image size is same as original even after decomposition, thus there is no16

information loss in respective sub bands. Experimental results demonstrate that proposed17

model produces better performance by using SWT than by using DWT with the overall18

F-Measure value being high.19

20

Index terms— human visual system (HVS), saliency detection, stationary wavelet transform, feature map,21
saliency map.22

1 Introduction23

obility of the mobile devices plays an important role in the handover. When the mobile devices are stationary24
with respect to the access points (AP), then it is easy for the network to decide where the mobile device needed25
to be handed over to. For example, the mobile devices can be handed over to the nearest AP. Again the handover26
is based on several criteria like available bandwidth [1], received signal strength [2,3], Bit error rate, mobility etc27
[4]. Handovers based on the mobility are very important compared to all other parameters. The mobility based28
handovers are very popular in the wireless networks [4]. The mobility may be defined as the movement of the29
mobile device in a certain direction and the handover is initiated based on the location of the mobile device after30
certain interval of time. It may be possible that handover is initiated assuming that the mobile device will be31
there in the service zone of the next AP, but eventually the mobile device will not arrive into that service zone32
since mobile device has changed the direction of its movement in the mean time.33

Mobility based handovers were analyzed by some researchers [4] for the wireless communications. The34
performances of various algorithms were discussed in ref [5]. A survey was conducted by Camp et.al on the35
subject of the mobility based handovers in the wireless networks [6]. Vijayan et.al developed models to compare36
the performance of the handover algorithms [5]. However there was a limitation in this approach that the model37
has limited application to heterogeneous networks.38

The problem of type network such as homogenous, heterogeneous, horizontal or vertical networks was overcome39
by the model proposed by Chi .et. al [1]. The unsuccessful handover were analyzed by the Chi et.al for the two40
node wireless network models, but based on the band width. Authors have extended the models to a generalized41
model for 2, 3, 4 and 5 node networks for WPAN/WLAN environment [7]. It was discussed in [7] about how the42
unsuccessful handover probability models can be extended to the WPAN/WLAN environment. Also a common43
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4 PROBABILITY MODEL

approach has been proposed in [7] on how to select a set of APs depending up on the location of the mobile44
device.45

Akhila et. al [3,4] developed a model for the handovers in the wireless environment. However, the model46
proposed by Akhila et.al focused on the handovers based on mobility only [4]. It did not focus on the combined47
effect of mobility and the band width together, since, if the handover is initiated based on the direction of48
movement, and enough bandwidth is not available when the actual transfer happens in the target AP, then it49
becomes an unsuccessful handover. In this work, a generalized handover model that was developed as part of the50
work by authors [7] is extended to mobility based handover also. That is, the proposed model considers 2-AP,51
3-AP, 4-AP and 5-AP models, with free bandwidth and with free bandwidth plus mobility. This model is more52
realistic for hospital environment as the proposed model involves WPAN application, different AP models, fee53
channels and mobility based handovers. Other handover algorithms are developed by various researchers that54
can be found in [8][9][10][11][12].55

In Sec.II, physical model and handover approach in a hospital environment has been developed. In Sec.III,56
the generalized probability model that has been developed in [7] is extended to consider the mobility also. In57
Sec IV, the models were run and simulation results are discussed for 2-AP, 3-AP, 4-AP and 5-AP models by58
solving the probabilities equations presented in Sec. III. The results are presented two cases, when the mobile59
device was moving normal to the boundary and when it was moving along the boundary. The probabilities of60
unsuccessful handover that has happened unnecessarily, probability of handover that has missed to happen and61
total probability of unsuccessful handover due to incorrect decision are presented for the two cases. Finally,62
important conclusions are drawn in Conclusions section.63

2 II.64

3 PHYSICAL MODEL AND HANDOVER APPROACH65

Fig. ?? shows a hospital that has several rooms open to the hall area. There is room dedicated for parking the66
mobile devices that are used for the diagnosis. Also there are other mobile devices in the hall area that are not67
necessarily used for diagnosis, but devices like laptops, tablets etc. Hence all of these devices along with the68
diagnosis devices are treated as mobile devices. The devices used for diagnosis purpose are parked in the parking69
in room when not being used. Also, these devices are electrically charged when they are parked in the parking70
room. Fig. ?? shows the mobile device M1 moving from the Parking Room to Patient Room 2. When M1 is the71
service zone of AP-NE, the M1 is served by that AP. But when the M1 is crossing the boundary, then the M172
has to be serviced by the nearest AP. For example when the M1 enters the service zone of AP -NW, then it is73
served by that AP.74

Assume that AP-NE has sufficient number of free channels and it is serving M1, then it also understands75
that the M1 is moving a specific speed and moving towards the AP-NW service zone. This is understood by76
the AP-NE, by exchanging the singles frequently with M1. By getting the time interval of the received signals77
from M1, the AP-NE calculates the location coordinates of M1, direction of movement as well as its speed of78
movement. Based on the speed of movement and direction of movement, AP-NE initiates a hand over of M1 to79
AP-NW when it is at the boundary of the AP-NE service zone. The handover may be treated as successful if80
AP-NW has sufficient number of free channels as well as the number of free channels in the AP-NW is higher81
than the AP-NE. If the number of free channels in AP-NW is less than the AP-NE, the handover is considered82
as unsuccessful. If the AP-NW does not have any free channels at all when the handover takes place, the M183
is becomes an orphan node and the connection is lost. This is known as unsuccessful handover that happened84
unnecessarily. The AP-NE might have continued to serve the M1 while it is in AP-NW zone since the number of85
free channels in AP-NE is more than that of AP-NE.86

Other possibility is, when the decision is taken to handover the M1, the AP-NE checks the number of free87
channels available in AP-NW. if the number of free channels in AP-NW is less than that in AP-NE, the AP-NE88
does not handover the M1 to AP-NW, but, M1 continues to move into the AP-NW zone.89

The M1 moves from parking room (AP-NE zone) to patient room 2 (AP-NW zone). Then from patient room90
2 to radiology lab 1, that is from AP-NW zone through AP-C zone to AP-NE zone. Path 3 shows the M191
moving from radiology lab 2 to ICU-1 and then from ICU-1 to parking room. Depending upon the location of92
the mobile device, there is possibility of handover taking place to the nearest access point. The AP model to be93
chosen for handover is given in ref [7]. Fig. ?? shows another case of the paths followed by the mobile device94
M2. In this case, when path 5 is carefully observed, the path 5 is almost tangential to the service zone of AP-C.95
If the handover happens to AP-C from AP-SE, then it is a handover that happened unnecessarily. But f is just96
inside the AP-C zone, then another handover has to happen immediately since the M2 is moving to the zone of97
AP-NE. Hence based on the speed and direction of movement, the handover can be delayed to prevent handovers98
happening unnecessarily.99

4 PROBABILITY MODEL100

Fig. 4 shows the vectors representing the direction of the movement. Initially the mobile device is inside the101
service zone is at point A and then starts moving towards point B. The arc CBD represents a typical boundary102
of the service zone of an AP. When the mobile device is inside the arc CBD, then the AP serves the mobile103
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device. When it is outside the arc CBD, then the mobile device is served by another nearest AP after successful104
handover. In Fig. 4, relative vectors shown at point B. The mobile device that has reached point B can continue its105
movement in the same direction which is 0radians. The angles are defined with respect to its present movement.106
The mobile device can take left turns at ?/4 or ?/2. Or it can take the right turns at 3?/2 or 7?/4. In all these107
cases of 0 , ?/4, ?/2, 3?/2 or 7?/4 the mobile node location is outside the arc CBD, and hence needed to be108
handed over to the nearest AP. If the mobile device takes turns at angles 3?/4, ? or 5?/4, the mobile device109
needed to be retained with the same AP. The probabilities of the mobile device moving in the directions of angle110
When a Mobile device is just inside or on the arc CBD, handover is not initiated assuming that the Mobile device111
will remain in the service zone of the same AP. But if it moves into the next zone during the decision time, then112
the handover has missed to happen. Therefore the probability of the handover that has missed to happen is given113
by Similarly when the mobile device is initially at point D and is moving along the arc DBC towards point B. At114
point B, the mobile device can take a turn into any of the eight available turns. Handover is initiated assuming115
that the mobile device is moved into any of the turns at 0 , 7?/4, 3?/2, 5?/4 or ? while it actually takes a turn116
to any of the angles ?/4, ?/2, or 3?/4. Then the handover happens unnecessarily. Therefore the probability of117
the handover that has happened unnecessarily is given by If handover is not initiated assuming that the mobile118
device is moved into any of the turns at ?/4, ?/2, or 3?/4 while it actually takes a turn to any of the angles 0 ,119
7?/4, 3?/2, 5?/4 or ?. Then the handover has missed to happen. Therefore the probability of the handover that120
has missed to is given by ( ) ( ) ? ? ? ?( ) ? ? ? ? ? ? + ? ? ? ? ? ? + + ? ? ? ? ? ? + ? ? ? ? ? ? = ?? ? ?121
? ? ? + ? ? ? ? ? ? + ? ? ? ? ? ? = ?P P P P P P mob hm + ? ? ? ? ? ? + ? ? ? ? ? ? + ? ? ? ? ? ? + =122
? 4 5 2 3 4 7 0(5)123

The probability of handover that happened unnecessarily and that has missed to happen based on the124
availability of free channels in the target AP are given by ( ) ( ) t r k t r k P P P j A n A X n k k A j n125
A i i A X m X m k k A i m A j i j n i n i j j i chn hu i j j i j i j , , , , 0 , , 0 , , / 1 1 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? = ? ? ? ? ??126
= + = ? ? = ? = ? ? = ? = ? ( ) ( ) ( ) t r k t r k P P P i A X m A X m k k A i m A j j A n X n k k A j n A127
i i j n i n i j j i chn hm J i i j i j i , , , ,1 1 1 ,, 0 1 0 , , / 1 1 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? = ? ? ? ? ?? ? = + ? = ? ? = ?128
+ = ? ? = ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?129
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Refer to [1,7] for more details about the nomenclature and details about the above two equations.131
The total probability of the handover that happened unnecessarily, since the mobile device has been transferred132

to the next available AP based on the movement of the mobile device, but the number of free channels in the133
present AP is higher than that in the target AP when the actual transfer happens. Therefore, chn hu mob hu134
huP P P ? ? = *(7)135

Similarly, The total probability of the handover that has missed to happen is chn hm mob hm hmP P P ? ?136
= * (8)137

The unsuccessful handover probability due to incorrect decision is given by ( ??)IV.138

6 SIMULATION RESULTS139

In this work, simulations are run for the cases of handover probabilities when only bandwidths are considered140
as criteria for handovers, and bandwidths plus movement of the mobile device are considered as criteria for the141
handover. Table 1 shows the probabilities for four different case. Each case shows the probabilities for the mobile142
device moving in certain angles. These probabilities are assumed here for the simulation purpose. However, these143
probabilities are to be derived from the historical data for each application like hospitals, railway stations, bus144
stations etc. In case 1, there is probability of 0.1 that a mobile device moves in the same direction (0 degrees).145
That means, 1 out of 10 mobile devices always moves in the same direction of its approach. Another probability146
of 0.3 exists at 135 degrees. Similarly there are probabilities defined for 8 different angles for each of four cases.147
Table 2 shows the probabilities that handover happened unnecessarily and that has missed to happen for the148
cases when the mobile device was moving towards the boundary of the service zone and when the mobile device149
was moving along the boundary. These probabilities are obtained after solving the equations listed in the last150
section. Fig. ?? shows the probability of the handover that has happened unnecessarily for cases with only151
free channel; and free channel plus mobility care considered as criteria, when the mobile node was moving in152
the normal direction to the boundary of the service zone and for the case 1 scenario. The 4 different models153
of 2-AP, 3-AP, 4-AP and 5-AP are run. 2-AP-Chn model is the one where the 2-AP model with free channel154
availability is considered for the handover criteria. 2-AP-Chn-Mob is the one where the 2-AP model with free155
channel availability and mobility is considered for the handover criteria. Similarly other models are named in156
Fig. ?? to 11.157

Figure ?? : Probability of the handover that has happened unnecessarily for cases with only free channel and158
free channel plus mobility considered as criteria From Fig. ??, it shows that when there is 1 free channel, the159
unsuccessful handover probability is 5.2% for the 5-AP-Chn model, and it is 2.4% for 5-AP-Chn-Mob model.160
The probabilities are reduced by 50% when the mobility models are considered. 4-AP-Chn model yielded 3.5% of161
unsuccessful handover probability that has happened unnecessarily, where as it is 1.6% in 4-AP-Chn-Mob model162
when the number of free channels available is just one in the target AP. happen for cases with only free channel163
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7 CONCLUSION

and free channel plus mobility considered as criteria Fig. 7 shows the probability of the handover that has missed164
to happen. It is clear from Fig. 7 that when there is 1 free channel, the unsuccessful handover probability is165
1% for the 2-AP-Chn model, and it is 0.3% for 2-AP-Chn-Mob model. The probabilities are reduced by more166
than 50% when the mobility models are considered. 3-AP-Chn model yielded 1.9% of unsuccessful handover167
probability that has missed to happen, where as it is 0.5% in 3-AP-Chn-Mob model when the number of free168
channels available is just one in the target AP. Fig. 9 shows that when there is 1 free channel, the unsuccessful169
handover probability is 5.2% for the 5-AP-Chn model, and it is 2.1% for 5-AP-Chn-Mob model. The probabilities170
are reduced again by around 50% when the mobility models are considered. 4-AP-Chn model yielded 3.5% of171
unsuccessful handover probability that has happened unnecessarily, where as it is 1.5% in 4-AP-Chn-Mob model172
when the number of free channels available is just one in the target AP. It can be observed that the probabilities173
have not changed much between the cases of the mobile device moving normal to the boundary to the case174
of mobile device moving along the boundary, when handover that has happened unnecessarily are considered.175
happen, where as it is 0.4% in 3-AP-Chn-Mob model when the number of free channels available is just one176
in the target AP.It can be observed again that the probabilities have not changed much between the cases of177
the mobile device moving normal to the boundary to the case of mobile device moving along the boundary,178
when handover that has happened unnecessarily are considered also. Fig. 11 shows the total probability of the179
unsuccessful handover that has happened for case 3 with only free channel; and free channel plus mobility care180
considered as criteria, when the mobile node was moving along the boundary of the service zone and for the181
case 3 scenario. The highest probability occurs at 1 free channel with 5-AP-Chn model with 3.5% probability182
for 5-AP-Chn-Mob model and a lowest of 0.5% for 2-AP-Mob model. It can be observed again that the there is183
not much improvement in probabilities between the cases of the mobile device moving normal to the boundary184
to the case of mobile device moving along the boundary, when handover that has happened unnecessarily are185
considered also. The reason behind this behavior may be attributed to the fact that the historical probability186
distributions between 8 different turns in Case 1 and Case 2 are almost similar, which is evident from Table 1.187
However when these distributions are different from each other, a huge difference in the results can be observed.188

V.189

7 CONCLUSION190

In this work, the handover probabilities for the cases of handover that happened unnecessarily, that has missed191
to happen and total unsuccessful handover are modeled for the cases of the mobile device moving normal to the192
boundary and along the boundary of the service zone of AP . Three cases of mobile nodes moving in different193
set of paths are analyzed and a common procedure is developed to derive the method of computing the handover194
probabilities. 2-AP, 3-AP, 4-AP and 5-AP models are run by considering only the free bandwidth and free195
bandwidth plus mobility. The historical data of the probabilities for the movement of mobile devices in pre-196
identified paths are very important to compute the probability of the mobile device of interest when moving near197
the boundary. It has been demonstrated that there was more than 50% of improvement in the results when198
mobility is also considered into the model. Also two cases of historical probability distributions are simulated,199
and both have yielded similar results since the distribution pattern of historical data is almost same. Probability200
of the handover that has happened unnecessarily for case 1 and case 3 are 0.4457 and 0.4042 respectively, when201
only mobility is considered, where as it is 0.2538 and 0.1554 for the probability of the handover that has missed202
to happen. Since the probabilities between case 1 and case 3 are close to each other for mobility alone, the total203
probabilities when considered along with free bandwidth is also close to each other. 1204
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7 CONCLUSION

1

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4
P0 0.1 0.5 0.02 0.04
P?/4 0.08 0.02 0.06 0.09
P?/2 0.05 0.1 0.09 0.02
P3?/4 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.03
P? 0.1 0.04 0.1 0.2
P5?/4 0.2 0.09 0.03 0.02
P3?/2 0.08 0.02 0.2 0.1
P7?/4 0.09 0.03 0.1 0.5

Figure 12: Table 1 :

2

Normal to
Boundary Along Boundary
Phu Phm Phu Phm

Case 1 0.4457 0.2538 0.44 0.2493
Case 2 0.4644 0.591 0.5129 0.4134
Case 3 0.3451 0.3641 0.4042 0.1554
Case 4 0.5015 0.4016 0.4566 0.6028

Figure 13: Table 2 :
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